Wider Cost Management Services

Overall business
				 efficiency for less
By maximising efficiencies to be gained from any significant area of
operational expense, organisations can achieve savings that translate directly
into increased profitability.
Beaconplus has the expertise, the processes and the management experience
to secure these savings for you.
Whatever your issue: business rates; rents; stationery; landlord/tenant relationship; logistics;
buildings maintenance; contract management; bank charges; or any other significant
operational expense, Beaconplus offers specialist services and project management to
ensure the desired result.
What we do
Our comprehensive analysis and support process (PAIS) ensures that we fully understand
your organisation in order to recommend the most appropriate solution for you.
The wider cost management arena demands excellent project management,
co-ordinating the individual contributions of experts in their field. This might include
specialists such as chartered surveyors, solicitors, chartered accountants or banking
consultants. In these areas a ‘one size fits all’ approach cannot work to maximum
advantage. The proposal must reflect your own particular circumstances and aspirations.
Our experienced consultants work together with you to develop a fully effective bespoke
solution, addressing current costs, future development plans and ongoing service
support needs.
Our recommendations must satisfy 3 key criteria:
• Reduce expenditure and management time
• Maintain or increase service levels
• Enhance efficiency
Once you’re happy with our analysis and recommendations we really go to work for you.
It’s clearly because their offering is all
about cost management and they
are independent. They understand the
minefield that the whole sector has
become and take away the hassle factor.
The original work on garaging costs
worked extremely well for us”
Peter Kirk
Managing Director
William Kirk Ltd.

Negotiating with suppliers on your behalf is a common element of our service, as are bill
checking, cost monitoring and issue resolution. More specific examples include leading
buildings maintenance contract negotiations with a supplier to a major Care Homes
organisation, managing all aspects of landlords’ services and costs, analysing the logistics
infrastructure for a key manufacturing company, and managing successful rateable value
appeals for a large proportion of our clients.
Whatever the solution we have the experience, the knowledge, the people and the
contacts to get the job done.
In addition, our clients say we have both the tenacity and diligence to really get to the
bottom of issues and make things happen, while still remaining ‘nice people to work with’.
What you get is not only the identified savings and world class project management, but
also peace of mind and time to spend on even more pressing matters.

Helping you control the cost
of being in business
For more information telephone: 01565 755600, email: mail@beaconplus.co.uk or visit: www.beaconplus.co.uk
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“We feel Beaconplus are on our side.

